Words for Louisiana Comprehensive
Louisiana Motto Declaration: Union, justice and confidence be upon you as a state
because God has his hand on you.

August 29, 2004
After Chuck discussed traveling from Wisconsin directly to Louisiana, he prophesied:
"From the North to the South I am ready to awaken two winds that will awake the nation. There are
resisting forces in both states that will cause our nation to not move forward. Go up and down and decree
the wind of God will awaken in both places. The states will shift in a new way or the nation will not shift
and will go backwards."
Later when addressing the Saul structure in Baton Rouge, Chuck prophesied:
"How the Saul structure collapses will bring Baton Rouge again to national attention. That alignment
within it will collapse. A new demonstration with a new blueprint will be seen. This will be known as a
meeting house. This will be known as a place where the Ark of the Covenant has dwelt. This will be
known as a refuge place. The WIND and WATER will rise in the midst of New Orleans. Many from
the south will come north for refuge. Prepare. Prepare now for winds and water that will surprise you. I
will renew the pattern not fully seen before. Worship will be here, and birthed in a new way from here.
Prepare! Prepare! Prepare! Shift! Saul will be no more. David will arise from this day forward. The
wind from the south will begin to blow. Watch for the effects. This will purify the land and bring great
change."
Then in Alexandria that night Chuck shared from Song of Solomon 4:16 (Awake the north wind; come, o
south wind. Blow upon the garden of this nation). He led the people to pray for the south wind to
come. This south wind would be a purifying wind; cause corruption to be blown on and cause corruption
to shake; and initiate a righteous move starting with the children and then moving to the youth. We were
to watch the government and the Catholic Church shake, and watch New Orleans change.
Then Chuck prophesied, "I will put a mantle on African Americans in this land. That which was brought in
through parts of this state and held people captive will let go. I will send the wind up the Mississippi River
and this wind will shake Missouri. You will see the land shake in Missouri because of the wind from
Louisiana. Get ready. Don't brace yourself. Throw yourself up. Get ready for the new is coming. Every
place I blow on will shake. The wind is coming on Louisiana and it will shake the entire state. I will fill
churches. The south purifying wind of My holiness will sweep across Louisiana. People will be on their
faces in malls and shopping centers. Boldness will come upon My people in Louisiana. There is a
worship call. Get ready - the wind is about to blow. The river is changing courses. You will be one of the
first that changes."
4-15-07
Chuck Pierce: So hear me carefully. Because we’re in a different season and God is bringing in a new

wind. The wind that will blow in here in September will be a wind that is causing America to recognize
that God is in full control. I don’t think we’ve fully recognized it yet. But in this wind that blows in, it’s

going to -- 2 now see the picture I’m trying to show you. It’s going to blow up and create a reversal type
of flow in the Mississippi. It’s gonna blow up because God’s gonna do it as a sign because He’s gonna
reverse some of the iniquity that’s flowed down through here. Now hear me, the iniquitous patterns of
the land in Louisiana are going to begin to be reversed.” (Later he said it was not a wind of destruction
but a wind of change: “The wind of change is coming in because God says you’re gonna come from
behind and you’re gonna move up against the enemy and you’re gonna overtake him this year.”)
“Louisiana probably has as strong of an occult base as any state in our nation because you have a people
group that has been involved in a lot of occult. You have the entryway in for voodoo. So you have an
occult base in the atmosphere…It’s all linked with the Mississippi. So it’s going to touch us wherever
that Mississippi goes -- all the way up to Minnesota.”
Louisiana. You’re first in line in this nation for those who have been tested greatly, this year I can favor
them even greater.”
Now here’s my word to you. The voice of the Lord will divide the waves in Louisiana. Don’t allow waves
to overtake you. The Lord says, I am giving you an authority now so that you have control over the waves
when the wind’s blowing. I’m gonna give you authority over how the waves turn.
This is the year that faith is going to explode some way in Louisiana. New Orleans use to be a place
where all the body would come and meet because it’s just one of those meeting places in towns. But it’s
like we’ve got to find the meeting places in Louisiana where it’s time for faith to explode. Shreveport’s
beginning to be one of them. Baton Rouge is now one of them.
I’m giving you authority over the waves. You better watch the wave patterns coming in toward this land.
If you will take authority over the waves, the physical waves, what God will begin to do is give you
authority in the next wave of Holy Spirit.
For Louisiana will be the song of the Lord will be restored back to this state and it will cause the
atmosphere of the state to be cleansed, in Jesus name.
1-8-08
Chuck: We watch Louisiana this year, the changes in New Orleans. We watch how You shift and things
happen. We bind the power of racism rising up. There will be a purging. The fire of God is going to be
loosed. The river will rise in Louisiana. The Cajuns will have a revival this year. Father, move on
Louisiana and let it be a pivotal place.
6-10-11
Chuck to Louisiana: You have watched darkness roll in, now glory will roll in. Many have been conceived
in this place but have never brought forth what they were conceived for. This is not a time for
reconciliation, rebuilding or perverted ways of gain. This is a time to be swept clean by My glory, like a
house that is swept clean of the demonic rule. I will sweep Louisiana this year. My people will rise in the
quadrants of the state and bring in greater glory so the 7-fold structure of hell will not rule. As a sign,

over the next 3 years your government must realign with My purposes. As My government rises, you
will realign.
12-9-11
Chuck: I will create a move of God out of New Orleans that creates division in this

entire nation. That's why we're here tonight. City that signifies the mouth that what
divides this nation goes out into the earth realm.
Out of this city My voice will arise in the midst of this next move of God in this
nation. It's something about what is represented here--the races, the cultures, the
religious supernatural, the spiritism, the voodoo, and the Holy Spirit. It becomes the
dividing place of this nation. It represents where we are headed as the Body. You
will be surprised how he starts stirring up manifestations in this city. North Korea to
Venezuela, Cuba to New Orleans--watch most carefully.
12-9-12
Chuck Pierce: I keep addressing our nation state by state by state, because that is how the Lord showed it
to me. I believe Oklahoma, I believe Kansas and Texas, and I believe Louisiana for sure have come into a
full alignment with the Lord.

Saturday; February 9, 2013; 7PM;
Woman from Louisiana: A few years back the word of the Lord over Louisiana is that Holy Spirit would
own Louisiana. And this is a proclamation from Governor Bobby Jindal that we’re starting off our next
decade honoring God and dedicated and committed to God as our Sovereign Lord in Louisiana.
Chuck Pierce: Declare right now Holy Spirit is gonna breakthrough all of Louisiana! And when I go to
France I’m gonna decree that the anointing there overtake Louisiana! And that the Creole people and
the Cajun people will begin to experience a move of God like never before. Now let’s sing.

6-20-13

Dutch Sheets to Louisiana: The Lord says to Louisiana get ready for I Am coming to you
Louisiana!
6-22-13
Mildred Bean: I grew up near the Mississippi River and I just declare from the Mississippi
means father of waters. And we say today that the Lord through the whole Mississippi River
Valley that the Lord Himself is the Father of waters. And that even confluence of all of the
Rivers from the Ohio to the Red to the Colorado to the Missouri to the Mississippi from New
Orleans all the way up to Minnesota we declare that the Father of Waters today is breaking
out today and releasing His confluence. And that every restriction across the heart of even
this Nation that into the Valley of Decision that there are decisions that are shifting that
doubt is being removed that faith is arising that manmade structures are being moved out
because the Father of Waters is breaking through with His confluence and His overflow
through the whole valley of Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin,
Minnesota all the way up in Jesus’ Name.
8-10-13

Chuck Pierce Louisiana & Baton Rouge: And the Lord says to Louisiana the enemy’s gonna
try to seek you again, the enemy’s gonna try to hold back resources. The Lord says right now
rise up in Baton Rouge and decree a change is coming to Louisiana!
4-18-14

Chuck Pierce: Now hear what Tim is saying; we’ve got to hear this because the financial
release can’t come until God’s people are in such an order that when they decree it and the
order is in place all of a sudden then financial provision starts coming down and moving us
into place so we can advance. This Wind of Change is very important. Remember it at the last
in the Angel Gathering we had last month God said it is now the change of the Glory realm
that is entering the earth. It is the change of the Glory realm that’s entering the earth. Hear
what’s happening here today as you’re anointed with the oil from Shiloh and you are released
to go into these next 2 years in a new way.

Tim Carscadden: One more thing, one thing we have an anointing for in Louisiana it’s not an
anointing but we used to struggle with corruption and so when the Winds of Change came to
our State through Bob Jones and Paul Keith Davis and some other guys what happened is we
prophesied the Winds of Change would come and corruption would be uprooted from our
State and that righteousness would replace it. And you heard us speak of that in this place
here. We now have a Godly Governor ah; we are now considered the most pro-life State in
America.
Chuck Pierce: Changed the entire State!
Tim Carscadden: It changed and Chuck came in and prophesied many of these things that were
happening and so one of the things that will happen is if there’s issues of corruption when we
release this Winds of Change it will uproot corruption.
6-12-14

Chuck Pierce to Louisiana: Louisiana will awaken! Louisiana will awaken!
6-29-17
Dutch Sheets: Lord, I pray for a rushing, mighty Wind to begin to blow through the State of
Mississippi – not only Mississippi – Arkansas, Louisiana, up north through Kansas, Missouri, Iowa.
All through this Mississippi River basin. I ask You for a strong wind to come. We have smelled our
death. We have recognized our strongholds and our sins that have defiled the land. We have
repented. We now take You at Your Word that it is time for the key – the gunk has been removed,
the veins have been unclogged – and we are asking You to give a smooth lock, and when the key
of intercession and the key of prophetic decrees and the key of Kingdom authority, the authority
of the King, goes into the lock that the door opens and something supernatural happens in the
realm of the Spirit, and the rushing, mighty Wind of Heaven, and a strong River of Glory rises up
out of the ground in Mississippi and begins to flow across this State and to the nation, Lord!
12-23-18
Kivi Phillips: To the nation of Angola, Merry Christmas and Happy New year. A new joy coming up. Even
now the nations that were colonized by Portugal - new level of joy breaking off past grief of
colonialism. Joy! Joy! Joy! Joy to the state of Montana, Mass, Louisiana, Mississippi and the southeast
region of this nation. Even now there is a tornado of joy coming up through the tornado alley says the

Spirit of the Lord. Even now you’ll see tornadoes in that area take away things that have been deeply
rooted with fear, unbelief, and trauma. The tornadic joy of the Lord will uproot those thing in tornado
alley of this nation. To western time zone of this nation - now the earth will shake, shake off roots of
trauma, fear, unbelief, and poverty. Joy will begin to resonate. There are doors of joy opening to NYC, to
Boston, to New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine. Even now Quebec and providence of Canada - joy
moving! South America let joy arise! Let joy arise! Let joy arise!
9-27-19
Chuck: You will start being used as a troop to dance and worship and go where God tells you to dance
and worship, and it will restore the land. It will cause the power of racism to let go. East Texas, Louisiana,
southern Arkansas – I Am ready to deliver this land from its chaos. Get ready, muster your words…you
are going to say what this nation needs to hear.
1-3-20
Chuck: New Orleans breaking into revival…Louisiana breaking into revival…Rio breaking into
revival…There is going to be revival and movement in the streets this year!

9-18-20
Chuck: Amber, claim Louisiana. Amber: So many of our resources, we won’t know what they are if you
can't hear - a lot of resources won’t be uncovered if you don’t hear what God is saying. I loose a fresh
ear to hear what God is saying. I claim the wealth that is untapped out of the bayou, out of the people in
LA. They will hear you in a new way, Father. We say wake up wake up! We even call for the angels on
the bayou. We say wake up to those angels on the bayou in teh name of Yeshua.
Chad: In LA there is an overturning of the supernatural. They know the voodoo, they know the
witchcraft. But it’s going to become the place of miracles! The place of signs and wonders! Shout! Say
Louisiana turn it around!

9-19-20
Chuck: Amber, claim Louisiana. Amber: So many of our resources, we won’t know what they are if you
can't hear - a lot of resources won’t be uncovered if you don’t hear what God is saying. I loose a fresh
ear to hear what God is saying. I claim the wealth that is untapped out of the bayou, out of the people in
LA. They will hear you in a new way, Father. We say wake up wake up! We even call for the angels on
the bayou. We say wake up to those angels on the bayou in teh name of Yeshua.
Chad: In LA there is an overturning of the supernatural. They know the voodoo, they know the
witchcraft. But it’s going to become the place of miracles! The place of signs and wonders! Shout! Say
Louisiana turn it around!

